If you have set up the One For All TV Universal remote control using the Searching For Your Code procedure, you may need to find out which four-digit codes are operating your equipment. For example, to find out which code is operating your TV:

1. Turn on your TV.
2. Press and hold SET until the LED blinks twice, then release SET.
3. Enter 1 9 - 9 - 0. The LED will blink twice.
4. To view the code for the first digit, press 1 once.
    a. Enter 1 9 1.
    b. The LED will blink once.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the second digit, 3 for the third digit, and 4 for the fourth digit. Finish writing down the code in the TV Code box below.
6. Write down the codes in the appropriate box below TV Code.

CHECING THE CODES:

PROBLEM: The remote control does not control TV or operations forming properly.
SOLUTION: Due to RCA design (1983-1987), only the original remote control will operate these functions.

PROBLEM: Changing channels does not work properly.
SOLUTION: If original remote control required pressing SET to change channels, press SET on the remote control after entering a channel number.

PROBLEM: Changing channels does not work properly.
SOLUTION: Due to RCA design (1983-1987), only the original remote control will operate these functions.

PROBLEM: PROBLEM: Changing channels does not work properly.
SOLUTION: Due to RCA design (1983-1987), only the original remote control will operate these functions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

The One For All TV Universal remote control does not have any user-serviceable parts. Opening the case, except for the battery cover, may cause permanent damage to your remote control. © 2000 by Universal Electronics Inc. No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in an retrieval system, or translated into any language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, optical, manual, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of Universal Electronics Inc.
Before using your new remote control, you will need to program it. Please follow the instructions detailed in this manual and then enjoy your new One For All TV Universal remote control.

**FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS**

Use the illustration below to locate One For All TV Universal remote control features and then study the Key Charts to learn how they function.

**Key Charts**

- **Setup** for all programming sequences.
- **Program** to enter new programming.
- **Search** to help program control of older or discontinued TV.
- **Color-coded keys** to quickly locate popular functions.

It’s packed with easy-to-use features such as:

- Preprogrammed technology for easy setup.
- Color-coded keys to quickly locate popular functions.
- Code Search to help program control of older or discontinued TV.
- Latest-generation universal remote control designed.

**INTRODUCTION**

The One For All® TV Universal remote control is our latest-generation universal remote control designed.

It’s packed with easy-to-use features such as:

- Preprogrammed technology for easy setup.
- Color-coded keys to quickly locate popular functions.
- Code Search to help program control of older or discontinued TV.

Before using your new remote control, you will need to program it. Please follow the instructions detailed in this manual and then enjoy your new One For All TV Universal remote control.

**INSTALLING BATTERIES**

1. Turn on the TV.
2. Press MUTE once to enable (or disable) a selected component’s sleep timer (if available).
3. Press ENTER once after entering channel numbers on some TV models.
4. Press PREVCH once to recall the last-review channel.

**FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS**

Use the illustration below to locate One For All TV Universal remote control features and then study the Key Charts to learn how they function.

**TV Universal**

**REMOTE CONTROL**

Before using your new remote control, you will need to program it. Please follow the instructions detailed in this manual and then enjoy your new One For All TV Universal remote control.

**PROGRAMMING TV CONTROL**

Locate the brand name of your TV in the Setup Codes For TVs section below, and write it in the following space.

**TV Brand:**

The brands are listed in alphabetical order with the most popular codes listed first. To program TV control:

1. Turn on the TV.
2. Press the battery cover back into place.
3. Press VOL + (or VOL -) to raise (or lower) the sound volume.
4. Press CH + (or CH -) to select the next higher (or lower) channel.

NOTE: When batteries need replacement, the One For All TV Universal remote control will cease to operate. Simply replace the batteries and the unit will be restored to its full functionality, complete with your favorite settings. Removing the batteries for more than 60 minutes will require you to reprogram your remote.
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How they function.
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**SETUP CHARTS**

How they function.

Use the illustration below to locate One For All TV Universal remote control features and then study the Key Charts to learn how they function.